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In this paper a farther generalization of the theory of multilayer physical adsorption previously developed by the authors 
is attempted so that the efleet of vertical interactions between adsorbent and adsorbate can be explicitly taken into account. 
In this attempt we have to discard the previously adopted assumption that the molecules in the second layer or above are 
all in the same physical state. In order to estimate the effect of veritical interactions on the adsorption isotherm the interac
tion energy between an adsorbed molecule and the adsorbent surface is assumed to vary as r~3 where r is the distance that 
the molecule under consideration is separated from the adsorbent surface. Resulting adsorption isotherm is applied to in
terpret the adsorption data of tetramethylsilane vapor on iron film and good agreements between observed and calculated 
values are obtained over wide range of pressure.

Introduction

A number of authors1'6 have sought to refine the BET 
model by taking into account the layer by layer decrease 
in the heat of adsorption. As is well known, the BET for
mulation implies that where Ei
is the heat of adsorption for Z-th layer. Replacing such a 
simple postulate by a more realistic one E〉E2〉Ej〉… 

comes from the current views of van der Waals forces and 
from measurements of the heat of adsorption as a function 
of the amo니nt adsorbed718. The first treatment incorporating 
the postulate E^>E^>E^>..…was due to Dole1 whose 
generalization of the Hill-Cassie statistical derivation9-10 
of the BET equation also took lateral interaction forces into 
account. No explicit isotherm equations emerged, but Dole 
was able to indicate the conditions under which multilayer 
adsorption led to various modified BET isotherms. The 
refined BET treatment 由」e to Cook5-6 takes interactions 
and variable heat of adsorption with successive layer into 
account and it gives good agreement with typical type II 
isotherm. Nonetheless, such theories still suffer from the 
original BET assumption that one molecule is adsorbed 
right above the molecule underneath.

In this work we discuss a modified version of the theory 
due to Chang et tz/.11-12 by considering the efleet due to 
the layer by layer decrease in the vertical interaction that 
an adsorbed molecule experiences. It is conjectured that 
the vertical interaction energy of an adsorbed molecule can 
be divided into two parts. The first is the intera아ion between 
the molecule under consideration and the adsorbent surface. 
This energy is attractive and can be shown to vary as r~3 
where r is the distance of the molecule from the surface of 
the adsorbent13. The second is the interaction between the 
molecule of the question and other molecules in its 
neighboring layers. This kind of energy tends to be leveled 
as r increases. In formulationg the theory such properties 
of the vertical interactions will be incorporated into the 
molecular partition f니nction as is shown in the next section.

Theory

As we have shown previously,11-12114 the number of 
adsorption sites available to the z-th layer molecules, 
may be written as

M = (1)

where Nt and are, respectiv이y, the number of 
molecules in the (Z-l)-th layer and the number of sites 
available to these molecules, and n signifies a parameter to 
be determined by the piling pattern of adsorbed molecules.

The ratio / represents the degree of occupation for 
the i-th layer and will henceforth be denoted by 旳 ;that is,

科三 Ni / Mi (2)

At this stage we introduce an assumption that the degree 
of occupation is same for all the layers above (lie Hi layer. 
This assumption is rather intuitive and comes from the fact 
that the adsorbed phase becomes more or less uniform as 
the distance from the adsorbent surface increases. Then 
we may write

y 三 = x早=x&+3 . .......... (3)

If the number of adsorption sites on the adsorbent surface 
is denoted by Af, it follows from Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) that

M*二 M
M2 = x
M3 = xfA-2nM,
丿认=•侦寸............凹T 以

43-1 二二 X1 차寸............

Mt — 勺"恐허… …耳气卢여一眼 M,
； (4)

and

N2 = M,
A’3 = ^Inx2nx3 M,
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Nb = Xi커*2”......况
= xinx^...... x^y M,

Ni — X^X^-...... xr项 d—D”니 M,
: (5)

Thus the average number of molecules per site on the 
adsorbent surface, o), may be given as follows:

co
u)= E N JM

i- 1 
k k-j11 k

=zw】)T I］由，，+ y(i—■广)—1 nw (6)

Therefore, the problem is reduced to the calculation of 
xlr .v2, X3,.......... , and y for given values of the relative
pressure p/p° and this in turn requires the statistical 
mechanical study of the system under consideration.

Suppose that there are M molecules in the Z-th layer dis
tributed over Mi sites. Assuming the localized model, the 
canonical partition function for the z-th layer may be 
written as

"")=一(碧쓰斧霹厂 (7)

where qJT) is the average molecular partition function for 
a molecule in the / th layer. Note that 们(T) is in general 
a function of temperature T. liking the logarithm of Eq.(7) 
and using the Sterling approximation, we have

In Qi = A시:一(1 一旳) In (1 一飞)一q In ,rr l In 海 (8)

Since the canonical partition function for the entire 
adsorbed phase, Q, may approximately be set equal to 
n Qi(NiMh T), we have

Af-1 In Q = M-1 S In 0, (9)i=l

In parallel with the assumption represented by Eq.(3) 
we also assume

01 壬 02 규丄 03 °••… 그丄 = 火+2  ....... ....  % (10)
Then, the quantity tp defined as —A/MkT, where A is the 
Helmholtz free energy for the adsorbed phase and k the 
Boltzmann constant, may be rewritten as

(P 三一 A］MkT= M-^nQ
=一(1 —X］丿 In (\ 一§丿一X］ In xx + xx In q、

十〔一 (1 一 工2)In (1 一*2)—*2 m x2+x2 In 02】

丄 xi커恐”…对卜］［一(1 一 xQm(i — 사m 为+x小饥］

+ 311^三辭土낫丄［ 一(1 一)，)In (l-y)-yln>>+,yln q\

(11)
Let us introduce a quantity q* defined by

%•三(祁/g比).皿为 (12)

Since the system has a minimum value of Helmholtz free 
energy at equilibrium under the condition of constant M 
and T,

幻=0 (jWiWk) (13)

at equilibrium.

As has been 아lown in our previous works11*12-w, we 
introduce another thermodynamic quantity given by

©三一叩kT (14)

where 卩a is the chemical potential for the adsorbed phase. 
This quantity can be calculated by making use of the 
relation

。三一壮A〕kT =伽/&心e助 ***» Sk
= （沏伽）"客 …, 履+（滋/所이5e（曲/所卩）幻,庭,. 皿

+…+（矛/曲）5湛膈/M）官"2…，欧 （15）

At equilibrium the above quantity is equal to (f)<pldo))Ta since 
the rest terms on the righthand side of Eq.(15) are vanishing, 
［cf. Eq. (14).］ Thus we have

丄=一（叩 kT） =（0 이榆y

——Inv +/打(［一 y)+lnq

In (1 ~y) (16)

If we take into account the fact that at equilibrium the 
chemical potential for the adsorbed phase is equal to that 
for the vapor phase, Eq.(16) may be rewritten as

—In y + In (1 一切
儿俨t

In (1 — v)

+ In q = 一卩.：〕kT一 In f (17)

where 瞄 is the standard chemical potential for the vapor 
phase and f means the relative pressure, p/p°.

Rearrangement of Eq.(17) will lead us to a more convenient
form

y=
遞+(D

〃俨T 

n在w厂

(18)

where a~q exp (ft/lkTY
The conditions gi=0, g2=°, ...........幻=0 will give

us a set of equations from which we can oabtin x2,.......... ,
as in our previous works. Tn this case, however, the 

derivation of such equations is a little more difficult because 
of many independent variables. A detailed procedure for 
derivation is given in Appendix. From the conditions

0=1,…，A') the following set of hierarchy equations 
results:

城
5广1

1 A~(n—\Jyn
(19)

and

X(1-JO

/ 1 .
+一으一 n(if)-

이 i E + l
n(l 一〃)i
1+3一 商

(20)

where 1 WiWk—\ and 豈 is 나le symbol that equals unity if
l=i and is zero otherwise.

To find theoretical isotherms we first calculate y from 
Eq.(18) by iterative method for a given set of values of & 払 

and a. Thus obtained value of y is then substituted into Eq. 
(19) and the iterative method is used again to calculate x* for
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a given set of values of & ??, and a. The valves of y
and xk are then substituted into the equation for and 
ag교in use is made of the iterative method to find the value 
of for a set of vnl나es of &(仙尽 이払 and a, and 
such process can be followed repeatedly until all the 
solutions for y, .q, .v2........... , x* are found. Thus obtained
values of y, a-2, ...., and are then substituted into 
Eq.(6) to find o).

To investigate the effect of vertical interactions on the 
adsorption isotherm we assume 们 can be written as follows:

더i = 们咲冲 (一%]kT) (21)

where % is the vertical interaction energy of a molecule in 
the z-th layer and qf is the part of moleculear partition 
function that is insensitive to the variation of vertical inter
actions.

As mentioned briefly in the introductory section,为 can 
be divided into two parts. The first is the interaction of 
the molecule with the surface of adsorbent and this 
interaction energy may be assumed to vary as r-3 where r 
is the distance from the adsorbent surface13. The second 
part is the interaction of the molecule with other molecules 
in the neighboring layers. Though the latter interaction 
may show the layer by layer variation depending on the 
degree of occupation for each layer, \vc will sim이y assume 
that they are constant throughout the adsorbed phase except 
for the first layer. Such assumption greatly alleviates the 
difficulty involved in treating the effect of adsorbent surface 
on the adsorption isotherm. Th나s, except for the first layer, 
we may write

■若 으 exp[b(-£m一A)] (22)

where the parameter b describes strength of interaction 
between an adsorbate molecule and the adsorbent surface. 
In case of the first layer q\qx will simply be treated as being 
described by a difTerent value of b. Let us denote this 
parameter by bf.
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In Figure 1 through Figure 3 we have provided the 
illustrative examples of adsorption isotherms for various 
situations. In these examples k is assumed to be fixed, either 
12 or 2, and b is set equal to b'.

Res미t and Discussion

It is clear from Eqs.(6), (18), (19), and (20) that in case 
k~ 1 our adsorption isotherm reduces to the previous one12. 
For comparison with experimental data wc have calculated 
the theoretical isotherms as follows. First, we set k equal 
to 1 and obtain the values of y , xlt x2....... .心 for a given
set of values of & n, a, b and br by solving Eqs.(18), (19), and 
(20) numerically and then calculate co using Eq,(6). Then 
we increase the value of k by one and repeat the same 
procedure. If these two calculated isotherms differ from 
each other substantially, we increase the value of k again 
by one and repeat the same calculations. We continue 
such process until the calculated isotherm shows no further 
change. Then we repeat the same procedure for another 
set of parameters. In this way we can find a theoretcal 
isotherm sufficiently close to the experimental one.

Figure 2. Theoretical
(〃(力2=0.1(-----) and

adsorption isotherms for n~3 and 
g/%=0,1 (---- ).

Figure 1. Theoretical adsorption isotherms for 77=3 and 
이이\2= ----- ) and q/%= 0.01 (------ ).

Figure 3. Theoretical adsorption isotherms for 〃=3 and 
9/912=9/%= 1・
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k—M,刀=3, a=0.7, b=7.0 and b'=6.3 Experimental(O), Theoretical-----).

%)=£、0이3对主 ,为勺+(初/QyX By (a-2) E f a
:二0

Using the method of Lagrange undeter
mined mulyiplier, we obtain

oxi (a-3)

+ 力=0.

Now that an undetermined multiplier has 
been invoked, .乓，....，xk, and y can 

variables.all be considered as independent 
Hence

（亲「）"”+乂 諜一
and

+顶 =0

=0 怎一 4）

(a-5)

We choose 2 in such a way that
一一网"e

(dw/dy)xa (a-6)

In Figure 4 we have compared a theoretical isotherm Then, from Eq.(a-4) we obtain,
with the experimental one obtained for tetramethylsilane 
on clean iron fihn15. In this case we have found that k—\2 
is an adequate vahic for the description of the system. 
Calculated isotherm is in good agreement with the observed 
one as shown in Fig.4, even in the region of £〉0.7 where 
we have failed in a previous work14.

In this work the lateral interactions among adsorbate 
molecules have not been considered to focus ourselves on 
the effect of vertical interactions; however, inclusion of

妙이[顼)竺一— ( \ =o
ldw]dy)rc \ dxi 几””

which provides the basis for derivation of Eqs.(19) and(20).
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